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Summary I

This is a second year progress report which details the work on the generation of radi- I

m

ation by intense plasma and electromagnetic undulators being carried out at UCLA. The 1
m

status of the experimental work is described and the future directions are outlined. We have

completed the first phase of experiments or the plasma wiggler generation and characteriza- I

1

tion. Suitability of a O-pinch as a plasma source was investigated in great detail. It is found m

that aw of a few percent can be excited but there are trapped magnetic fields within O-pinch II

plasma which hinder the injection of the electrons. A new more uniform and field-free 1
mw

plasma source is now being characterized.
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i DISCLAIMER

I This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or reslx, asi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or

i process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the

I United States Government or any agency thereoi'.
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I. Introduction i

The plasma wiggler experiment at UCLA is designed to demonstrate generation of I

em radiation using ultrashort wavelength electrostatic wigglers. The experiment consists i

of five major systems: (1) the CO 2 laser which drives the plasma wave; (2) the elec- i

tron linac which provides a source of test particles to probe the plasma wave; (3) radia- I
m

tion detection apparatus with picosecond time resolution capability; (4) the plasma source,

generating the medium which supports the high-gradient accelerating structure; and (5) i

the optical diagnostics which provide an independent, on-line diagnostic of the state of the

plasma and amplitude of the plasma wave. We will briefly describe these systems before i

presenting the currents experimental standing. •
|

11. Experimental Arrangement i

The five main components of the experiment are shown schematically in Fig. 1. II
i

(1) The laser system delivers 200 GW pulses consisting of two wavelength_ of light--

10.27 and 9.56 pm. The pulse duration is about 400 psec FWHM. The laser system is i
i

typically fired at 7 minute intervals yielding typically 50 shots per experimental run.
li

(2) The electron source is an 9.3 GHz linac at 1.5 MeV with an average current of I

2-10 mA over a 3 Its macropulse. 3 The approximately 20 psec micropulses contain a few i

million electrons focused to a spot _ize of 2aj. = 1 mm. This large spot size is a result of

the large emittance introduced when the beam scatters in a 6 Itm window at the end of the i

linac. The electron beam is brought onto the CO 2 beam axis via a few millimeter diame- m

tel" hole _ the off-axis parabolic focusing mirror.

(3) The radiation detection apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. The same apparatus can Im
also be used for the time resolution of Thomson scattered light to independently measure

length of the plasma wiggler. By changing the grating and the detector array, radia- I
the

tion from IR to UV can be detected using this apparatus. This apparatus is still under III

fabrication and is expected to be working by the summer (1989).

II
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Figure1: A schematicoverviewofthefivemain systems

I comprising the plasma wave undulator experiment.

(4) The difficulty of obtaining a suitable plasma for this experiment has been the

i biggest roadblock to success. The requirements for the plasma source are quite severe.

Beatwave excitation of a plasma wave is a resonant process, requiring hundreds of periods
to drive up the wave (at our pump intensity). From the resonance curves of Tang, Spran-

i gle, and we find that the plasma must be tuned to the correct density to withinSudan, 4

6%. If we include rise-time and phase slippage effects, we find that the density must be

I within 1% of the resonant density (about 5.8x1016 cm-3 in this case) over the acceleration

I, length (about 1 cm) or that the density scale-length must be on the order of meters. A
theta-pinch plasma source was chosen for its ability to provide pre-formed, fully ionized

j plasmas requisite spatial uniformity, generic theta-pinch source
of the A is shown

schematicallyin Fig.3.A capacitivedischargethrougha low inductanceswitch(arail

I gap) into a single turn coil makes up the simple circuit. The ionizing electric field is due

i to the time-changing magnetic field. As the magnetic field rises, the plasma formed at the
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Figure 2: Schematic of the radiation detection apparatus.
in

wails of the inner vacuum tube gets compressed on the axis forming a long, uniform I

plasma near the dme of the maximum of the magnetic field. As the plasma is a good ml
II

electrical conductor, it is in principle field-free but in practice there is always some

trapped magnetic field. As time progresses, the external magnetic field will go through I

zero at which point we hope to have a truly field free plasma.
m

(5) The optical diagnostics are in three parts: those which monitor the operation

of the laser system, the backscatter diagnostics, and the forward scatter diagnostics. One II

component of the backscattered light is due to stimulated Raman scattering. 5 In this pro-

cess, a pump. photon decays into a "plasmon" and a frequency- shifted, backscattered pho- I

ton. The magnitude of the frequency shift is equal to the characteristic frequency of the

plasmon which is essentially the local plasma frequency. By measuring the spectrum of

this backscattered light, we can infer the spectrum of plasma densities within the focal [I
I

volume of the CO 2 laser. This is the means by which we measure the plasma density for

laser shot. BIevery



I

I Figure 3: Simplified picture of a theta-pinch plasma

I source. A quartz vacuum tube sits inside the coil.

An estimate of the amplitude of the plasma wave (the beatwave) can be obtained

I on given shot by measuring the power in one of the forward scattered sidebands to the

I laser frequencies. The generation of the Stokes (downshifted) and anti-Stokes (upshifted)
sidebands at frequency shifts of integer multiples the Leatwave frequency is necessarily

i part of the beatwave process. 6 One can think, for example, of the first Stokes sideband as

arising when the lower frequency pump Thomson scatters off the plasma wave. Thus, the

I Stokes level is a function of the amplitude and length of the plasma wave as well as the

level of the lower frequency pump. We will use this fact to arrive at an estimate of the
amplitude-length product of the beatwave later on.

/
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1/I. Results I

!
A. Theta Pinch Parameters

i L

A summary of the operating modes of the theta-pinch plasma source is shown in g

Table 1. Ali three conditions produced the resonant density, resulting in significant levels II
I

of excitation for the beatwave. The first condition is the standard operating mode of a

theta pinch. This is when the plasma first collapses onto the axis of the pinch tube. This i

condition produced the most uniform plasma, as evidenced by the Raman backscatter diag- I

nostic, but, as mentioned before, the plasma is not truly field free at this point. Also, the

external circuit produced non-axisymmetric components to the magnetic field. As a result, i

the 1.5 MeV electron beam could not be transmitted through this plasma.

, The second condition was at the point in time where the external circuit field went I

through zero (the "B = 0" point). This is about 1.5 Ixsec after the peak of compression. mn

To achieve the resonant density at this point, one must over-fill the pinch to have higher-

than-resonant density at the peak compression and then let the plasma expand until m
resonant density occurs at B = 0. At the same time, any trapped magnetic field will have

time to diffuse out of the plasma so that the plasma will be field free. Unfortunately, 'i

there remained some residual trapped field, on the order of tens of Gauss, which itself was al

shot-to- shot irreproducible. This trapped field was probed by observing the deflections of

the transmitted 1.5 Mev electron beam. 7 m

|
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!
I Table 1: of theta modesSummary pinch operating

which produced resonant density.

!
Condition Fill Pressure Comments

I
1. Peak of 120 mT He pinch produces a uniform, dense

i compression plasma column but- kG trappedfields.

I 2. B = 0, 24 kV 750 mT He pinch over compresses the plasmawhich expands to give the resonant
density at B = 0; still has tens of

I gauss trapped fields.

3. B = 0, 14 kV 1750 mT He pinch acts as preionization source

I and one must rely on laser to fullyionize: poor homogeneity.

I The third and most promising operating condition of the theta pinch was to use a

I very high fill pressure and use the electric field of the theta pinch as a source of preioniza-
tion. In this case, heating from the laser beam contributes significantly to the plasma den-

I but the data from Raman backscatter indicated that thesity plasma was not nearly as

homogeneous as one would like, with inferred density variations of 50% from resonant

I density. Nevertheless, the Stokes sideband measurements 8 indicated that the level of the

i beatwave was sufficient perhaps to observe some accelerated electrons as will be discussed
shortly. The timing of the theta pinch, linac, and laser is shown in Fig. 4. The transmit-

I ted electrons were measured on-axis at the output end of the guiding field. The guiding

field was optimized to collect electrons when the pinch field is off so that electrons com-

I ing beforo or after the B = 0 point are simply defocused out of the acceptance angle due

i to strong solenoidal focusing. Only a 100 nsec WHM burst of electrons are transmitted
near B = 0. The 400 psec laser pulse is then timed to occur within the transmission win-

I dow of the electrons.

l
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I
Figure 4: The relative timing of the theta pinch, the linac pulse, the transmitted B

linac pulse, and the CO2 laser pulse. U

B. Stokes Measurement

As mentioned before, one can arrive at an estimate of the amplitude of the

beatwave by measuring the level of forward-scattered Stokes radiation. To see why this is U

i

so, we start with the wave equation for the scattered (Stokes) electric field i
M

_ + Q_ - c2V2 Es(r,t)--4_ _J(r,t)
...._t " n

The source current density J is due to the coupling of the plasma wave density fluctua-

tions h (oscillating at the plasma frequency) with the transverse quiver velocity vo of the

plasma electrons in the electric field Eo of the lower frequency pump laser (at frequency im
tOo). That is,

eEo i
J =-e_v o =-eh ",

mct_° i
From these beginnings, on can derive the well-known "Bragg scattering" formula9 for the

i
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i

I scattered power Ps in terms of the incident power Po, the amplitude fi and length L of the

wave,

i
and the wavelength of the scattered light ks;

I Ps =P° '2''n¢ no _ ° (1)

To apply this formula to the experimentaUy measured quantifies, we must examine the

i geometry of the experiment to determine what solid angles are involved. A sketch of the

i model used shown in Fig. 5. In this model, the grey volume in the center represents the spa-
tial location of the beatwave having an area As presented to the laser beam which itself has

I an area of Ao. The detection plane where the collection lens (of area Adtt) is located is

roughly 1 meter from the scattering volume. We assume that the divergence angle of both

the laser beam and the scattered light beam are determined by diffraction from

I
£tor

Plaser

i Adtt
Ao As Ao'

i As '

Figure $: A sketch of the model used to calibrate the level of forward scattered Stokes radi-

ation in terms of beat wave amplitude times interaction length.

|
their respective "apertures" such that

Ao _ As
(2)

As Ao "
-- 8 --
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Let Ps and Po be the scattered and incident powers measured through the collection lens.

Also, Po does not refer to the full laser power Plaser, but only that portion which "sees" the i

beatwave. We therefore have the relations;

Ade t Ade t A s I• I

Ps = Ps---7- , Po = Plaser"'7- , Po = Plaser _ (3)

As Ao Ao II
I

With these, Eq. (1) becomes

t
Px -- Po -- - . (4)

. ne no _s

I
For pulse durations less than half of a nanosecond, our detectors cannot resolve the pulse

shapes of the radiation but rather produce a characteristic pulse the height of which is pro- I

portional to the energy of the radiation pulse. Let U S and U o represent the measured
I

(through the collection Icns) energies of the scattered and incident light pulses and xs and

Zo represent their pulse durations. We can then substitute the expressions
• e

Us U•I •

Ps =-- Po =--
'ts 1;o I

i

into Eq. (4) and solve for (/a/no)L;
I1

'I lI ll 1
The four factors on the RHS of Eq. (5) are measured or estimated as follows. I

The first factor is the level of Stokes measured at 11.06 lain compared to the level II
of the 10.27 pzn light in the pump. For the third operating condition from Table 1 above, _l

the maximum level of Stokes observed corresponded U_/Uo = 2.8x10 "4. These levels I

occurred only when resonant density was present in the Raman diagnostic and were at

least 20x greater than the largest spurious background signal ever observed when the den- I

sity was apparently not resonant. .

!
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I The second factor in Eq. (2) is greater than unity because we expect the beatwave

I to loose its coherence within two or three plasma ion periods o- about 100 psec. We
therefore take 'ro/'cs = 4. This does not include the fact that the energy sensitivity of the

detection electronics is with shorter and shorter factor whichdropping pulses, a would

increase this term.

I The third factor reflects two contributions. One is the fact that the growth rate for

I the beatwave is different at different radii of the pump wave so that only the center of the
pump exhibits the rapid growth. The second contribution is a result of the different solid

I angles of the scattered and incident beams. We estimate a ratio of diameters of two so

i that Ao/A s = 4.
The last factor is measured as about 0.1 mm. Putting these ali together, we find

I that the maximum product (fi/no)L is about 0.13 mm. We need an independent measure-

ment of the length L to extract the wave amplitude. One possible way to infer the length

I of interaction is to use the Raman backscatter spectral width and assume that it results

i from scattering in a linear density gradient over the 1 cm focal depth of the laser. If one
then has a theory for the amplitude of the beatwave as a function of plasma density, one

I could construct the expected interaction length. Rough estimates of this kind indicate that

tl,e interaction length is closer to 1 mm than to 1 cm so that ft/n o is in the neighborhood

I of 13%• However, to get an estimate of the maximum energy an injected electron could

i gain in this wave, we don't need to know specifically how large is L or ft. This is because
the energy gain is also a function of the product tiL, as is the Thomson scattering.

I Let us the wave amplitude as _ = ft/ We can apply Gauss' Law to find
express n o .

i V-E a = 4_p
or

I Ea = 4_:efl -- e_ V/cm

I - 10-
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which for no = 5.8x1016 cm -3 gives
li

Ea =- _ × 24 MeV/mm

--- e x 800 kG I

For a 1 cm plasma wave (i.e., N > 60) this implies an aw of a few percent whereas for our ii

experiment we need for N = 100 an aw of at least 10%.

Q
IV. Future Plans I

We have decided to replace the theta pinch with either a multi- cathode arc plasma I

source or a laser heated plasma source. The former consists of a 2 cm by 0.7 cm metal anode
IN

and a similarly dimensioned cathode. The cathode, however, is really a 15 x 2 array of 15 I

ohm, 1/2 W carbon resistors embedded in an insulating casting resin which has been 1
machined off to expose the wire leads. This idea is from the early days of TEA CO2 lasers. 1° m

The purpose of the elaborate cathode is to prevent the discharge current from flowing from a B
m

small spot which would severely limit the length of acceleration. The circuit, operating at 1.8

l.tF and 5 kV, is over-damped with a 5 ohm resistor. The peak current is only around 1 kA so I

that the magnetic fields in the vicinity are a quite manageable 10's of Gauss. We have tested NN
this and similar cathodes and find, photographically, that the plasma is quite uniform over the

2 cm long electrode. We have yet to measure the density of this plasma. I
Illl

If it turns out that we cannot get a density of 5.8 x 1016 cm -3 from this arc plasma,
iS

then we st_tll have two options. One is to use the arc as a preionization for a laser-heated I

plasma using either a pre-pulse from the Mars laser or else the main pulse itself. The second lm
II

option is to switch the experiment over to run on 10.6 and 10.3 I.trnwhich requires a resonant

density of only 1 x 1016 cm -3. The arc plasma will certainly work at this density. The draw- I
lm

back is that the Lorentz factor associated with that beatwave will be _h = 35 SOthat the trap-

ping threshold will be substantially higher to trap the 1.5 MeV electrons. 1

-11- m
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Another improvement is to increase the current and energy of the linac. By switching

I to a more powerful magnetron source and improving the performance gun, we expect
of the

that we can increase the current by perhaps an order of magnitude and the energy from 1.5 to

I 2 MeV. Also, by focusing onto the 6 gm Mylar window, we can reduce the emittance and

i therefore the spot size at the interaction point by a factor of 3. These changes will increase
the flux of electrons at the interaction point by 1 or 2 orders of magnitude, thereby making

I the radiation detection a great deal easier.
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VIL Progress on Spectra Technology Subcontract

I There are two primary tasks for the second year work as identified in the Statement of

Work. The first is to derive the basic plasma wiggler parameters using available experimen-

I tal data from the UCLA experiment, and the second is to continue work from year one con-

i cerning the usefulness of the plasma wiggler as a spontaneous radiation source when used
with a relativistic electron beam. Of these, the first task has not yet been initiated, and will

I be coordinated with the UCLA efforts at the appropriate time. The second task has received '

i considerable attention and its progress is summarized here.
The basic characteristics of spontaneous x-ray emission from the Plasma Wiggler

have been quantified for comparison with Compton backscattering sources as well as other

more conventional sources. Both the Plasma Wiggler and Compton configurations can be

I tested with the UCLA, hardware.

I To make a meaningful comparison it has been necessary to first identify optimum
configurations of the Plasma Wiggler and Compton backscattering sources. There is a large

I parameter space considering possible relationships specific
to examine the various between

parametersofthepump photon,plasma,and electronbeam. Thesetradesexaminedinclude

I the temporal formats, degree of focus of the beams, spatial characteristics of the emitted

t radiation, and emittance and energy spread effects of the electron beam. General expressions
were developed for brightness, spectral flux, and total flux.

I The analysis shows Compton backscattering source generally more
that the will be of

value than the Plasma Wiggler where brightness, spectral flux, or total flux are concerned.

I For the parameter range considered, the number of x-ray photons generated per electron is

I roughly two orders of magnitude higher for the Compton backscattering geometry. This
ratio is maintained when considering the spectral flux, while the brightness is defined in such

I a that for a given x-ray wavelength, the Plasma Wiggler and Compton Sources will per-
way

form comparably.

!
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A comparison with other, more conventional, sources is underway. For instantaneous
li

brightness, the Compton backscattering source is roughly equal to current generation storage I

ring synchrotron sourc.es, which are quickly becoming the x-ray source of choice, albeit n
expensive. The Compton source is an order of magnitude or more lower peak brightness I

than the second-generation Advanced Photon Source and Advance Light Source, in planning I
m

and construction respectively. For instantaneous flux and spectral flux, the Compton source

may actually exceed the output of the old and new generation rings alike. This is primarily a N

result of the l:igh expected peak current that can be produced with RF linac accelerators II
using new photocathode technologies. I

Remaining work for this year includes recording the optimization development and I

source comparisons in report form. Initial comparison with laser driven plasma sources and

rotating annode electron sources will also be included I

!
!
!
!
!

!
!
!
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